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a b s t r a c t
A unichord is an edge that is the unique chord of a cycle in a graph. The class C of unichord-
free graphs — that is, graphs that do not contain, as an induced subgraph, a cycle with a
unique chord — was recently studied by Trotignon and Vušković (2010) [24], who proved
strong structure results for these graphs and used these results to solve the recognition and
vertex-colouring problems. Machado et al. (2010) [18] determined the complexity of the
edge-colouring problem in the classC and in the subclassC ′ obtained fromC by forbidding
squares. In the present work, we prove that the total-colouring problem is NP-complete
when restricted to graphs in C. For the subclass C ′, we establish the validity of the Total
Colouring Conjecture by proving that every non-complete {square, unichord}-free graph of
maximum degree at least 4 is Type 1.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The present paper considers how decomposition theorems for classes of graphs defined by excluding induced subgraphs
can be used as tools for total-colouring. The goal is to find complexity separating graph classes with respect to colouring
problems. We deal with simple connected graphs. A graph G has vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). An element of G is one
of its vertices or edges and the set of elements of G is denoted S(G) = V (G)∪ E(G). Two vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are adjacent if
uv ∈ E(G); two edges e1, e2 ∈ E(G) are adjacent if they share a common endvertex; a vertex u and an edge e are incident if
u is an endvertex of e. The degree of a vertex v in G, denoted degG(v), is the number of edges of G incident to v. We use the
standard notation of Kn, Cn and Pn for complete graphs, cycle graphs and path graphs, respectively. We call the 4-cycle C4 as
square.
A total-colouring is an association of colours to the elements of a graph in such away that no adjacent or incident elements
receive the same colour. The total chromatic number of a graph G, denoted χT (G), is the least number of colours sufficient
to total-colour this graph. Clearly, χT (G) ≥ ∆(G)+ 1, where∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of a vertex in G. The Total
Colouring Conjecture (TCC) states that every graph G can be total-coloured with ∆(G) + 2 colours [1,25]. By the TCC only
two values would be possible for the total chromatic number of a graph: χT (G) = ∆(G) + 1 or ∆(G) + 2. If a graph G has
total chromatic number ∆(G) + 1, then G is said to be Type 1; if G has total chromatic number ∆(G) + 2, then G is said to
be Type 2. Remark that a bipartite graph G is trivially ∆(G) + 2-total-colourable, since we can use ∆(G) colours to colour
the edges of G and 2 additional colours to colour the vertices of G. The TCC has been verified in restricted cases, such as
graphs withmaximum degree∆ ≤ 5 [15,16,22,26], but the general problem has been open [1,25] since 1964, exposing how
challenging the problem of total-colouring is.
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It is NP-complete to determine whether the total chromatic number of a graph G is ∆(G) + 1 [23]. In fact, the problem
remains NP-complete when restricted to r-regular bipartite inputs [20], for each fixed r ≥ 3. The total-colouring problem is
known to be polynomial — and the TCC is valid — for few very restricted graph classes, some of which we enumerate next:
• a cycle graph G has χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 1 = 3 if |V (G)| = 0 mod 3, and χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 2 = 4 otherwise [31];
• a complete graph G has χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 1 if |V (G)| is odd, and χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 2 otherwise [31];
• a complete bipartite graph G = Km,n has χT (G) = ∆(G) + 1 = max{m, n} + 1 if m ≠ n, and χT (G) = ∆(G) + 2 =
m+ 2 = n+ 2 otherwise [31];
• a grid G = Pm × Pn has χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 2 if G = P2 or G = C4, and χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 1 otherwise [5];
• a series–parallel graph G has χT (G) = ∆(G) + 2 if G = P2 or G = Cn with n = 0 mod 3, and χT (G) = ∆(G) + 1
otherwise [14,28,30].
The computational complexity of the total-colouring problem is unknown for several important and well studied graph
classes. The complexity of total-colouring planar graphs is unknown; in fact, even the TCC has not yet been settled for this
class [27]. The complexity of total-colouring is open for the class of chordal graphs, and the partial results for the related
classes of interval graphs [2], split graphs [7] and dually chordal graphs [9] expose the interest in the total-colouring problem
restricted to chordal graphs. Another class for which the complexity of total-colouring is unknown is the class of join graphs:
the results found in the literature consider very restricted subclasses of join graphs, such as the join between a complete
inequibipartite graph and a path [12] and the join between a complete bipartite graph and a cycle [13], all of which are
Type 1.
In the present work we consider total-colouring restricted to unichord-free graphs. A unichord is an edge that is the
unique chord of a cycle in a graph. The class C of unichord-free graphs — that is, graphs that do not contain (as an induced
subgraph) a cycle with a unique chord — was recently studied by Trotignon and Vušković [24]. The main motivation to
investigate the class is the existence of a structure theorem for it, a kind of strong result that is not frequent in the literature
and that can be used to develop algorithms in the class. Basically, this structure result states that every graph in C can be
built starting from a restricted set CB of basic graphs and applying a series of known ‘‘gluing’’ operations, denoted in [24]
by O0, O1, O2, and O3. Another motivation for the class is the concept of χ-boundedness, introduced by Gyárfás [10] as a
natural extension of perfect graphs. A family of graphs G is χ-boundedwith χ-binding function f if every induced subgraph
G′ of G ∈ G satisfies χ(G′) ≤ f (ω(G′)), where χ(G′) denotes the chromatic number of G′ and ω(G′) denotes the size of a
maximum clique in G′. The research of χ-bounded graphs is mainly devoted to understanding for what choices of forbidden
induced subgraphs, the resulting family of graphs isχ-bounded (see [21] for a survey). Note that the class of perfect graphs is
aχ-bounded familywithχ-binding function f (x) = x, and perfect graphs are characterized by excluding odd holes and their
complements [8]. Also, by Vizing’s Theorem, the class of line graphs of simple graphs is a χ-bounded family with χ-binding
function f (x) = x + 1 (this special upper bound is known as the Vizing bound) and line graphs are characterized by nine
forbidden induced subgraphs [29]. The class C is χ-bounded [24] by function f (x) = max{3, x}. The following results are
obtained in [24] for unichord-free graphs: anO(nm) recognition algorithm, anO(nm) algorithm for optimal vertex-colouring,
an O(n+m) algorithm for maximum clique, and the NP-completeness of the maximum stable set problem.
Machado, Figueiredo and Vušković [18] investigated whether the structure results of [24] could be applied to obtain a
polynomial-time algorithm for the edge-colouring problem in C. The authors obtained a negative answer, by establishing
the NP-completeness of the edge-colouring problem restricted to unichord-free graphs. The authors investigated also the
complexity of the edge-colouring in the subclass C ′ of {square, unichord}-free graphs. The class C ′ can be viewed as the
class of the graphs that can be constructed from the same set CB of basic graphs as in C, but using one less operation (the
join operation O2 of [24] is forbidden). For inputs in C ′, an interesting dichotomy is proved in [18]: if the maximum degree
is not 3, the edge-colouring problem is polynomial, while for inputs with maximum degree 3, the problem is NP-complete.
It is a natural step to investigate the complexity of total-colouring restricted to classes for which the complexity of
edge-colouring is already established. This approach is observed, for example, in the classes of outerplanar [32] graphs,
series–parallel [28] graphs, and some subclasses of planar [27] graphs and join [12,13] graphs. One important motivation
for this approach is the search for ‘‘separating’’ classes, that is, classes for which the complexities of edge-colouring and
total-colouring differ. All known separating classes, in this sense, are classes for which edge-colouring is polynomial and
total-colouring is NP-complete, such as the case of bipartite graphs. In other words, there is no known example of a class for
which edge-colouring is NP-complete and total-colouring is polynomial, a hint that ‘‘total-colouring might be ‘harder’ than
edge-colouring’’.
Another natural line of investigation is to consider the validity of the Total Colouring Conjecture in graph classes — again,
special attention is given to classes forwhich the edge-colouring problem is better understood. This approach is observed, for
example, in the results for power of cycles [6], subclasses of planar graphs [31] and graphs with fixedmaximum degree [31].
Considering the recent interest in colouring problems restricted to unichord-free graphs, it is natural to investigate
the total-colouring problem in the class. In the present work, we show that total-colouring unichord-free graphs is NP-
complete. We additionally consider the total-colouring problem restricted to the subclass of {square, unichord}-free graph
— previously investigated in [18] — and show that the Total Colouring Conjecture is valid for the class. In fact, we prove
that non-complete biconnected {square, unichord}-free graphs with maximum degree at least 4 are Type 1. The proof is
algorithmic and uses the idea of extremal decomposition, which is a decomposition of a graph into blocks such that at least
one block belongs to a restricted class of graphs denoted as ‘‘basic’’. Table 1 summarizes the current status of colouring
problems restricted to C and to C ′.
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Table 1
Current status of colouring problems in C and C ′ .
Problem \ Class C C ′ ,∆ ≥ 4 C ′ ,∆ = 3
Vertex-colouring Polynomial [24] Polynomial [24] Polynomial [24]
Edge-colouring NP-complete [18] Polynomial [18] NP-complete [18]
Total-colouring NP-completea Polynomiala Polynomial [19]
TCC ? Settleda Settleda
a Indicate results established in the present paper.
We observe that, while the complexity of total-colouring restricted to unichord-free graphs and to {square, unichord}-
free graphs with maximum degree at least 4 is the same as the complexity of edge-colouring, the complexity of total-
colouring {square, unichord}-free graphs with maximum degree 3 has been recently1 established as polynomial [19]. In
fact, as we discuss in Section 5, C ′ is a ‘‘special separating class’’, in the sense that it is a class for which total-colouring is
polynomial and edge-colouring is NP-complete.
In Section 2 we prove the NP-completeness of determining the total chromatic number of graphs in C. In Section 3
we state the structure results that are applied in Section 4 to obtain results on the total chromatic number of graphs
in C ′. Section 5 contains further discussions on the TCC in class C and on the complexity of total-colouring restricted to
{square, unichord}-free graphs.
2. NP-completeness result
In the present section, we prove the NP-completeness of the total-colouring problem restricted to unichord-free graphs.
In fact, we prove that total-colouring is NP-complete for regular graphs of C with fixed degree∆ ≥ 3. The proof is inspired
in the work of McDiarmid and Sánchez-Arroyo [20,23], but has some critical differences to avoid cycles with a unique chord.
We use the term TOTCHR(P) to denote the problem of determining the total chromatic number restricted to graph inputs
with property P . For example:
TOTCHR (graph of C)
INSTANCE: a graph G of C.
QUESTION: is χT (G) = ∆(G)+ 1?
Theorem 1 [20,23] establishes the NP-completeness of determining the total chromatic number of ∆-regular bipartite
graphs of fixed degree∆ ≥ 3:
Theorem 1 (McDiarmid and Sánchez-Arroyo [20,23]). For each∆ ≥ 3, TOTCHR(∆-regular bipartite graph) is NP-complete.
Weprove the NP-completeness of total-colouring restricted to unichord-free graphs by a reduction from edge-colouring.
An edge-colouring is an association of colours to the edges of a graph in such a way that no adjacent edges receive the same
colour. The chromatic index of a graph G, denoted χ ′(G), is the least number of colours sufficient to edge-colour this graph.
The term CHRIND(P) denotes the problem of determining the chromatic index restricted to graph inputs with property P .
For example:
CHRIND (graph of C)
INSTANCE: a graph G of C.
QUESTION: is χ ′(G) = ∆(G)?
We define a partial k-total-colouring of a graph G = (V , E) as a colouring of a subset S ′ of V ∪ E, that is, a function
π : S ′ → {1, 2, . . . , k} such that no adjacent or incident elements of S ′ receive the same colour. The set of free-colours at
element xwith respect to a partial-total-colouringπ : S ′ → C is the set C\π({y|y is adjacent/incident to an element of S ′}).
Theorem 2 [11,17] establishes the NP-completeness of determining the chromatic index of ∆-regular graphs of fixed
degree∆ ≥ 3:
Theorem 2 (Holyer [11]; Leven and Galil [17]). For each∆ ≥ 3, CHRIND (∆-regular graph) is NP-complete.
Please refer to Fig. 1. Graph St , for t ≥ 3, is obtained from the complete bipartite graph Kt−1,t by adding t pendant edges
to the t vertices of degree t − 1. Observe that St has 3t − 1 vertices, t of which have degree 1 and the remaining vertices
having degree t . Graph St has the following property:
Lemma 3 (McDiarmid and Sánchez-Arroyo [20]). Consider the graph St , where t ≥ 3.
1. There is a (t + 1)-total-colouring of St in which each of the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yt is coloured differently.
2. In any (t + 1)-total-colouring of St each pendant edge has the same colour.
Graph St is a basic piece to construct the components used in the NP-completeness proof of the present section. We
construct the bipartite graph Hn,t , for n ≥ 2 and t ≥ 3, by putting together two copies of St and identifying t − n pendant
edges of the first copy with t − n edges of the second copy. Note that, except for the 2n pendant vertices, each of the other
4t − 2 vertices of Hn,t has degree t . Graph Hn,t is shown in Fig. 2.
1 Paper [19] appeared during the revision of the present paper.
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Fig. 1. Graph St .
Fig. 2. Graph Hn,t .
Lemma 4. Consider graph Hn,t with n ≥ 2 and t > n.
1. Consider a partial (t+1)-total-colouring π ′ of Hn,t in which the pendant edges are coloured the same and the pendant vertices
are also coloured (and nothing else is coloured). Moreover, if t = n + 1 then the pendant vertices are not coloured all the
same. This partial (t + 1)-total-colouring extends to a (t + 1)-total-colouring of Hn,t .
2. In any (t + 1)-total-colouring of Hn,t , the pendant edges have the same colour.
Proof. Part 2 is immediate from Lemma 3. We prove part 1 next.
We define two cases when t = n+1. Case 1: p1, . . . , pn have all the same colour (say c) and q1, . . . , qn have all the same
colour (say c ′). Case 2: at least one of {p1, . . . , pn} or {q1, . . . , qn} uses two colours — up to symmetry, assume {q1, . . . , qn}
uses at least two colours.
Now, we extend the partial-colouring as follows. First, give the same colour (say t + 1) for all pendant edges and for all
edges s1r1, . . . , st−nrt−n.
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Fig. 3. Replacement graphs R3 and R4 .
Claim 1. We can assign colours to vertices in A = {b1, . . . , bn, r1, . . . , rt−n} so that all the colours are distinct. Indeed, consider
the bipartite graph G whose left part is A and whose right part is the set B = {1, . . . , t} of possible colours. There is an edge
between a vertex v of A and a colour w of B when v is allowed to receive colour w. Since the only constraint is the precolouring
of vertices p1, . . . , pn, each vertex of {b1, . . . , bn} has t − 1 neighbours and each vertex of {r1, . . . , rt−n} has t neighbours. Since
t < n, every subset S of A has at least |S| neighbours in B, so from Hall’s Marriage Theorem, there is a perfect matching in R where
each vertex is mapped to a colour. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. At this step, vertices r1, . . . , rt−n, q1, . . . , qn are not coloured all the same. If t−n > 1, this is clear because the colours
of the vertices r1, . . . , rt−n are all distinct. If t = n + 1 we have two possible cases. If we are in Case 2, the claim holds because
— by assumption —{q1, . . . , qn} uses at least two colours. If we are in Case 1 then colour c cannot appear in vertices b1, . . . , bn,
so that some vertex in r1, . . . , rt−n has colour c. But all q1, . . . , qn have colour c ′ ≠ c, and the claim is true again.
Claim 3. We can assign colours to vertices A′ = {c1, . . . , cn, s1, . . . , st−n} so that all colours are different. Indeed, each vertex
from A′ has t − 1 possible colours. Moreover, since vertices r1, . . . , rt−n, q1, . . . , qn are not coloured all the same (Claim 2), A′
has t possible colours. So, every subset S of A has at least |S| possible colours and, again from Hall’s Marriage Theorem, we can
match each vertex to a colour. This proves Claim 3.
Now, from Claims 1 and 3 and from Lemma 3, we can extend the colours to a (t + 1)-total-colouring of Hn,t . 
The original ‘‘replacement’’ graph R of the NP-completeness proof of [20] contains cycles with unique chords. Wemodify
and extend R to a family Rt , t ≥ 3, of ‘‘replacement’’ graphs in C, as follows. Take t + 1 copies of Hn,t , with n = ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉,
and denote these copies by H(1),H(2), . . . ,H(t+1). The ‘‘replacement’’ graph Rt is such that each copy of Hn,t in Rt has one
pendant edge — which is called real — or two pendant edges — one of which is called real. For, identify each of t pendant
vertices of H(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , t + 1, with a distinct H(j), j ≠ i, by choosing one of the pendant vertices of H(j). Observe, in
Fig. 3, the construction of R3 (resp. R4) by replacing the vertices of K4 (resp. K5) with four (resp. five) copies of H2,3 (resp.
H3,4).
Observe that, if t is even, then there are two pendant edges from each copy of H⌈(∆+1)/2⌉,t , one of which is called a real
pendant edge — the other is called not real. If t is odd, there is one pendant edge from each copy of H⌈(∆+1)/2⌉,t , and each of
them is called a real pendant edge.
Lemma 5. Consider the replacement graph Rt .
1. Any partial (t+ 1)-total-colouring of Rt in which the t+ 1 real pendant edges have different colours and the pendant vertices
of real pendant edges are also coloured (and nothing else is coloured) extends to a (t + 1)-total-colouring of Rt .
2. In any (t + 1)-total-colouring of Rt the t + 1 real pendant edges have all different colours.
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Fig. 4. The forcer graph and its schematic representation.
Proof. Part 2 follows directly from Lemma 4. So, we consider part 1.
W.l.o.g., the colour of the real pendant edge of the ith copy of H⌈(t+1)/2⌉,t , for i = 1, . . . , t + 1, is i. Let the colour of the
2n pendant edges of the ith copy of H⌈(t+1)/2⌉,t , for i = 1, . . . , t + 1, be i. If t = 3 or t = 4 let the colours of the vertices
of degree 2 be as shown in Fig. 3. If t ≥ 5, let the colours of each vertex of degree 2 be any colour different from the edges
incident to it. By Lemma 4 this partial (t + 1)-total-colouring extends to each copy of H⌈(t+1)/2⌉,t , colouring, then, each
element of Rt . 
The ‘‘forcer’’ graph [20] Fn,t , for integers n ≥ 2 and t ≥ 3, is constructed by linking n copies of the graph H2,t , as shown
in Fig. 4. Observe that graph Fn,t has 2n pendant vertices and each of the other vertices have degree t .
Lemma 6 (McDiarmid and Sánchez-Arroyo [20]). Consider F = Fn,t , for integers n ≥ 2 and t ≥ 3.
1. Consider a partial (t + 1)-total-colouring of F in which each pendant edge is coloured the same and each pendant vertex is
coloured (and nothing else is coloured). Then this extends to a (t + 1)-total-colouring of F .
2. In any (t + 1)-total-colouring of F each pendant edge has the same colour.
Theorem 9 proves the NP-completeness of total-colouring ∆-regular graphs that do not contain a cycle with a unique
chord, for each fixed degree ∆ ≥ 3. Before proving Theorem 9 for regular graphs, we prove a different result: Lemma 7
proves the NP-completeness of problem P∆,δ = TOTCHR (graph inC withmaximum degree∆, minimum degree δ, and such
that every edge is incident to a maximum degree vertex) for δ = 2. Theorem 9 obtains a regular graph based on a novel
strategy of induction on the minimum degree.
Lemma 7. For each∆ ≥ 3, problem P∆,2 is NP-complete.
Proof. Remark that total-colouring is inNP. LetG be an instance of theNP-complete problemCHRIND (∆-regular graph).We
construct an instance G′ of problem P∆,2 satisfying that G′ is (∆+ 1)-total-colourable if and only if G is∆-edge-colourable.
The construction of graph G′ is carried out with the following procedure:
1. Construct a graph G′′ by replacing each vertex v of Gwith a copy of R∆, identifying∆ of its∆+1 real pendant edges with
the∆ edges of G incident to v, and leaving pendant the remaining edges. Observe that G′′ has |V (G)| pendant edges if∆ is
odd — each of which is real — and (∆+2)|V (G)| pendant edges if∆ is even — |V (G)| of which are real and (∆+1)|V (G)|
of which are not real.
2. Construct G′ by identifying the |V (G)| real pendant edges of G′′ with |V (G)| pendant edges of a forcer graph F⌈|V (G)|/2⌉,∆
(if |V (G)| is odd the forcer graph will have one pendant edge more than G′′).
3. Wemay assume that G′ has no pendant vertices, otherwise, these pendant vertices can be removedwithout affecting the
total chromatic number.
Fig. 5 shows the construction of G′ in the case where G = K4.
The construction of G′ is polynomial time on the size of G — in fact, it is linear on |V (G)|. We claim that G′ is (∆ + 1)-
total-colourable if and only if G is∆-edge-colourable.
First, consider a (∆ + 1)-total-colouring of G′. By Part 2 of Lemma 6 the |V (G)| edges connecting the forcer graph to G′′
have the same colour, say∆+ 1. Therefore, by Part 2 of Lemma 5, colour∆+ 1 is not used in the edges of G′ corresponding
to the original edges of G. So, the (∆+ 1)-total-colouring of G′ yields a∆-edge-colouring of G.
Second, consider a∆-edge-colouring of G. Let the colours of the edges connecting the forcer graph to G′′ be∆+ 1. This
yields a colouring of the corresponding edges of G′. Since the colours of the pendant edges of each copy of the replacement
graph are different, by Part 1 of Lemma 5, it is possible to extend the partial-total-colouring to them. By Part 1 of Lemma 6
it is possible to extend this colouring to the forcer graph.
Finally, we prove thatG′ contains no cyclewith unique chord and that every edge is incident to amaximumdegree vertex.
The fact that every edge is adjacent to a maximum degree vertex follows from the fact that this holds for each of the gadgets
St , Hn,t , Rt and Fn,t . Now, observe that no path connecting two pendant vertices of St has a unique chord. As a consequence,
no path connecting two pendant vertices of Hn,t has a unique chord. Therefore, no path connecting two pendant vertices of
a replacement graph Rt has a unique chord, in such a way that no cycle of G′′ has a unique chord and no path connecting
pendant vertices of G′′ has a unique chord. Now, we must prove that the ‘‘attachment’’ of the forcer graph to G′′ creates no
cycle with a unique chord. This holds because: (1) the forcer graph creates no edge between two vertices of G′′, and (2) no
path connecting pendant vertices of a forcer graph has a unique chord. 
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Fig. 5. Construction of G′ in the case where G = K4 .
The special graph H1,t is used in Theorem 9 to increase the minimum degree of a graph. Lemma 8 proves the existence
of a special total-colouring of H1,t .
Lemma 8. There is a (t+ 1)-total-colouring of graph H1,t , for t ≥ 3, in which the pendant vertices have the same colour and the
pendant edges have the same colour.
Proof. Please refer to Fig. 2. Let π ′ be a partial (t + 1)-total-colouring of St in which
• the colour of the two pendant vertices is 1;
• the colour of the two pendant edges is t + 1;
• the colour of each edge risi, for i = 1, . . . , t − 1, is t + 1;
• the colour of b1 and c1 is t;
• the colours of vertices r1, r2, . . . , rt−1 are, respectively, 1, 2, . . . , t − 1;
• the colours of vertices s1, s2, . . . , st−1 are, respectively, t − 1, 1, . . . , t − 2.
By Lemma 3, the partial (t + 1)-total-colouring π ′ can be extended to each copy of St , colouring, then, each element of
H1,t . 
Theorem 9. For each∆ ≥ 3, TOTCHR (∆-regular graph in C) is NP-complete.
Proof. By Lemma 7, the problem P∆,2 is NP-complete. Assume, as induction hypothesis, that the problem P∆,k, k < ∆, is
NP-complete. We prove the theorem by induction on k. Let G be an instance of the problem P∆,k and construct an instance
G′ of problem P∆,k+1 as follows.
1. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs isomorphic to G.
2. Let H1, . . . ,Hx as many graphs isomorphic to H1,∆ as there are non-maximum-degree vertices in G.
3. Denote the non-maximum-degree vertices of G1 (resp. G2) by v1, . . . , vx (resp. byw1, . . . , wx).
4. Construct G′ by taking graphs G1 and G2 and, for each Hi, identifying one of the pendant vertices with vi and the other
pendant vertex withwi.
Observe that G′ has minimum degree k+ 1 and maximum degree∆, and is constructed in polynomial time from G.
If G′ is (∆+ 1)-total-colourable, then so is G — just restrict the (∆+ 1)-total-colouring of G to G′.
If G is (∆+1)-total-colourable, then so is G′ —we show how to colour G′ in the following. Let the colours of the elements
of G1 and G2 be the same as in a (∆+ 1)-total-colouring of G. Let the colour of the pendant edges of Hi be a free-colour at vi.
Finally, extend the colouring to each copy of Hi.
Finally, G′ ∈ C as a consequence of the fact that there is no path with unique chord between the pendant vertices of each
copy of H1,∆ and that no two copies of H1,∆ are connected to adjacent vertices. Moreover, each of the edges of H1,∆ and of G
is incident to a vertex of degree∆, so that each edge of G′ is adjacent to amaximum degree vertex. So, P∆,k+1 is NP-complete
and the Theorem follows by induction. 
Remark our proposed inductive strategy is not used in [20]. The gadgets constructed in [20] are regular, while the
proposed gadgets in C are not. So, while [20] uses an induction on the maximum degree, we use an induction on the
minimum degree.
Class C has a strong structure [24], yet, it is NP-complete for total-colouring. Following the approach of [18], we manage
in Section 4 to define a subclass of C where total-colouring is solvable in polynomial time. Consider the class C ′ as the
subset of the graphs of C that do not have a square. The structure of graphs in C ′ is stronger than that of graphs in C, and
is described in detail in Section 3. We prove, in Section 4, that total-colouring is polynomial when restricted to inputs in C ′
with maximum degree not 4. The case of maximum degree 3 remains open.
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3. Structure of graphs in C and C′
In the present section we review decomposition results of unichord-free graphs and {square, unichord}-free graphs.
These results are of the following form: every graph in C or in C ′ either belongs to a basic class or has a cutset. Before we
can state these decomposition theorems, we define the basic graphs and the cutsets used in the decompositions.
The Petersen graph is the graph on vertices {a1, . . . , a5, b1, . . . , b5} so that both a1a2a3a4a5a1 and b1b2b3b4b5b1 are
chordless cycles, and such that the only edges between some ai and some bi are a1b1, a2b4, a3b2, a4b5, a5b3. We denote
by P the Petersen graph and by P∗ the graph obtained from P by removal of one vertex. Observe that P ∈ C.
The Heawood graph is a cubic bipartite graph on vertices {a1, . . . , a14} so that a1a2 . . . a14a1 is a cycle, and such that the
only other edges are a1a10, a2a7, a3a12, a4a9, a5a14, a6a11, a8a13. We denote by H the Heawood graph and by H∗ the graph
obtained from H by removal of one vertex. Observe that H ∈ C.
A graph is strongly 2-bipartite if it is square-free and bipartite with bipartition (X, Y )where every vertex in X has degree 2
and every vertex in Y has degree at least 3. A strongly 2-bipartite graph is inC because any chord of a cycle is an edge between
two vertices of degree at least three, so every cycle in a strongly 2-bipartite graph is chordless.
For the purposes of the present work, a graph G is called basic2 if
1. G is a complete graph, a hole with at least five vertices, a strongly 2-bipartite graph, or an induced subgraph3 of the
Petersen graph or of the Heawood graph; and
2. G has no 1-cutset, proper 2-cutset or proper 1-join (all defined next).
We denote by CB the set of the basic graphs. Observe that CB ⊆ C.
A cutset S of a connected graph G is a set of elements, vertices and/or edges, whose removal disconnects G. A
decomposition of a graph is the removal of a cutset to obtain smaller graphs, called the blocks of the decompositions, by
possibly adding some vertices and edges to connected components of G \ S. The goal of decomposing a graph is trying to
solve a problem on the whole graph by combining the solutions on the blocks. For a graph G = (V , E) and V ′ ⊆ V , G[V ′]
denotes the subgraph of G induced by V ′. The following cutsets are used in the decomposition theorems of class C [24]:
• A 1-cutset of a connected graph G = (V , E) is a vertex v such that V can be partitioned into sets X , Y and {v}, so that
there is no edge between X and Y . We say that (X, Y , v) is a split of this 1-cutset.
• A proper 2-cutset of a connected graph G = (V , E) is a pair of non-adjacent vertices a, b, both of degree at least three,
such that V can be partitioned into sets X , Y and {a, b} so that: |X | ≥ 2, |Y | ≥ 2; there is no edge between X and Y , and
both G[X ∪ {a, b}] and G[Y ∪ {a, b}] contain an ab-path. We say that (X, Y , a, b) is a split of this proper 2-cutset.
• A 1-join of a graph G = (V , E) is a partition of V into sets X and Y such that there exist sets A, B satisfying:
– ∅ ≠ A ⊆ X , ∅ ≠ B ⊆ Y ;
– |X | ≥ 2 and |Y | ≥ 2;
– there are all possible edges between A and B;
– there is no other edge between X and Y .
We say that (X, Y , A, B) is a split of this 1-join.
A proper 1-join is a 1-join such that A and B are stable sets of G of size at least two.
We can now state a decomposition result for graphs in C:
Theorem 10 (Trotignon and Vušković [24]). If G ∈ C is connected then either G ∈ CB or G has a 1-cutset, or a proper 2-cutset,
or a proper 1-join.
The block GX (resp. GY ) of a graph Gwith respect to a 1-cutset with split (X, Y , v) is G[X ∪ {v}] (resp. G[Y ∪ {v}]).
The block GX (resp. GY ) of a graph G with respect to a 1-join with split (X, Y , A, B) is the graph obtained by taking G[X]
(resp. G[Y ]) and adding a vertex y adjacent to all vertices of A (resp. vertex x adjacent to all vertices of B). Nodes x, y are
calledmarkers of their respective blocks.
The blocks GX and GY of a graph Gwith respect to a proper 2-cutset with split (X, Y , a, b) are defined as follows. If there
exists a vertex c of G such that NG(c) = {a, b}, then let GX = G[X ∪ {a, b, c}] and GY = G[Y ∪ {a, b, c}]. Otherwise, block GX
(resp. GY ) is the graph obtained by taking G[X ∪ {a, b}] (resp. G[Y ∪ {a, b}]) and adding a new vertex c adjacent to a, b. Node
c is called themarker of the block GX (resp. GY ).
The blocks with respect to 1-cutsets, proper 2-cutsets and proper 1-joins are constructed in such a way that they remain
in C, as shown by Lemma 11.
Lemma 11 (Trotignon and Vušković [24]). Let GX and GY be the blocks of decomposition of G with respect to a 1-cutset, a
proper 1-join or a proper 2-cutset. Then G ∈ C if and only if GX ∈ C and GY ∈ C.
2 By the definition of [24], a basic graph is not, in general, indecomposable. However, our slightly different definition helps simplifying some of our
proofs.
3 Remark that a graph is an induced subgraph of itself (induced by the whole set of vertices).
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We reviewed results that show how to decompose a graph of C into basic blocks: Theorem 10 states that each graph
in C has a 1-cutset, a proper 2-cutset or a proper 1-join, while Lemma 11 states that the blocks generated with respect to
any of these cutsets are still in C. Similar results hold for C ′. As we discuss in the following observation [3], for the goal of
total-colouring, we only need to consider the biconnected graphs of C ′ — that is, graphs of C ′ with no cut vertex.
Observation 12. Let G be a connected graph with a 1-cutset with split (X, Y , v). The total chromatic number of G is χT (G) =
max{χT (GX ), χT (GY ),∆(G)+ 1}.
By Observation 12, if both blocks GX and GY are∆(G)+ 1-total-colourable, then so is G. That is, once we know the total
chromatic number of the biconnected components of a graph, it is easy to determine the total chromatic number of the
whole graph. So, we may focus our investigation on the biconnected graphs of C ′.
Theorem 13 (Trotignon and Vušković [24]). If G ∈ C ′ is biconnected, then either G ∈ CB or G has a proper 2-cutset.
Theorem 13 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10: since G has no 4-hole, G cannot have a proper 1-join, and since G
is biconnected, G cannot have a 1-cutset.
By Lemma 15 the blocks of decomposition of a biconnected graph of C ′ with respect to a proper 2-cutset, are also
biconnected graphs ofC ′. The proof of Lemma15 is based on Theorem14,which is also used to proof Theorem20 in Section 4.
Theorem 14 (Trotignon and Vušković [24]). Let G ∈ C be a connected graph. If G contains a triangle then either G is a complete
graph, or some vertex of the maximal clique that contains this triangle is a 1-cutset of G.
Lemma 15 (Machado, Figueiredo and Vušković [18]). Let G ∈ C ′ be a biconnected graph and let (X, Y , a, b) be a split of a
proper 2-cutset of G. Then both GX and GY are biconnected graphs of C ′.
Observe that Lemma 11 is somehow stronger than Lemma 15. While Lemma 11 states that a graph is in C if and only if
the blockswith respect to any cutset are also inC, Lemma 15 establishes only one direction: if a graph is a biconnected graph
of C ′, then the blocks with respect to any cutset are also biconnected graphs of C ′. As in the case of edge-colouring [18], for
our goal of total-colouring, there is no need of establishing the ‘‘only if’’ part. Anyway, it is possible to verify that, if both
blocks GX and GY generated with respect to a proper 2-cutset of a graph G are biconnected graphs of C ′, then G itself is a
biconnected graph of C ′.
Lemma 16 shows that every non-basic biconnected graph in C ′ has a decomposition such that one of the blocks is basic.
Lemma 16 (Machado, Figueiredo and Vušković [18]). Every biconnected graph G ∈ C ′ \ CB has a proper 2-cutset such that one
of the blocks of decomposition is basic.
4. Total Colouring Conjecture in C′
In the present section we investigate the total chromatic number of graphs in C ′. We prove that non-complete
{square–unichord}-free graphs of maximum degree at least 4 are Type 1. As a consequence, we settle the validity of the
Total Colouring Conjecture in C ′.
We describe a technique to total-colour a graph in C ′ by combining total-colourings of its blocks with respect to a
proper 2-cutset. Remark that the decomposition blocks are not necessarily subgraphs of the original graph: possibly they
are constructed by the addition of a marker vertex. This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 6, where G is P∗-free, yet, graph
P∗ appears as a block with respect to a proper 2-cutset of G.
Observation 17. Consider a graph G ∈ C ′ with the following properties:
• (X, Y , a, b) is a split of a proper 2-cutset of G;
• GY is obtained from GY by removing its marker if this marker is not a real vertex of G;
• πY is a∆(G)+ 1-total-colouring of GY ;
• Fa (resp. Fb) is the set of the colours in {1, 2, . . . ,∆+ 1} not used by πY in a (resp. b) nor in any edge of GY incident to a (resp.
b).
If there exists a ∆(G) + 1-total-colouring πX of GX \ M, where M is the marker vertex of GX , such that πX (a) = πY (a) (resp.
πX (b) = πY (b)) and each colour used in an edge incident to a (resp. b) is in Fa (resp. Fb), then G is∆+ 1-total-colourable.
The above observation shows that, in order to extend a∆(G)+ 1-total-colouring of GY to a∆(G)+ 1-total-colouring of
G, one must colour the elements of GX \ M in such a way that the colours of a, b, and the edges incident to them create no
conflicts with the colours of the elements of GY . Moreover, there is no need to colour the edges incident to the markerM of
GX : if this marker is a vertex of G, its incident edges are already coloured by πY , otherwise, these edges are not real edges
of G.
In the example of Fig. 6, we exhibit a 5-total-colouringπY of GY . In the notation of Observation 17, Fa = {3, 4} and
Fb = {3, 4}. We exhibit, also, a 5-total-colouring of GX \ M such that the colours of a and b are the same as inπY of GY ,
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Fig. 6. Example of decompositionwith respect to a proper 2-cutset {a, b}. Observe that themarker vertices and their incident edges — identified by dashed
lines — do not belong to the original graph.
the colours of the edges incident to a are {3, 4} ⊂ Fa and the colours of the edges incident to b are {3, 4} ⊂ Fb. So, by
Observation 17, we can combine the 5-total-colouringsπY and πX in a 5-total-colouring of G, as it is done in Fig. 6.
Beforewe proceed and showhow to determine the total chromatic number of graphs inC ′withmaximumdegree∆ ≥ 4,
we need to introduce additional tools and concepts.
The list-edge-colouring problem is described next. Let G = (V , E) be a graph and let L = {Le}e∈E be a collection which
associates to each edge e ∈ E a set of colours Le called the list relative to e. It is asked whether there is an edge-colouring π
of G such that π(e) ∈ Le for each edge e ∈ E. Theorem 18 is a result on list-edge-colouring which is applied, in the present
work, to colour the edges of some basic graphs: strongly 2-bipartite graphs, Heawood graph and its subgraphs, and holes.
Theorem 18 (Borodin et al. [3]). Let G = (V , E) be a bipartite graph and L = {Le}e∈E be a collection of lists of colours which
associates to each edge uv ∈ E a list Luv of colours. If, for each edge uv ∈ E, |Luv| ≥ max{degG(u), degG(v)}, then there is an
edge-colouring π of G such that, for each edge uv ∈ E, π(uv) ∈ Luv .
We investigate, now, how to (∆(G) + 1)-total-colour a graph G ∈ C ′ by combining (∆(G) + 1)-total-colourings of its
blocks with respect to a proper 2-cutset. More precisely, Lemma 19 shows how this can be done if one of the blocks is basic.
Subsequently, we obtain, in Theorem20 and its Corollary 21, a characterization of Class 2 graphs inC ′withmaximumdegree
at least 4 which establishes the polynomiality of determining the total chromatic number of these graphs.
Lemma 19. Let G ∈ C ′ be a graph of maximum degree ∆ ≥ 4 and let (X, Y , a, b) be a split of a proper 2-cutset, in such a way
that GX is basic. If GY is (∆+ 1)-total-colourable, then G is (∆+ 1)-total-colourable.
Proof. Denote byM the marker vertex of GX and let GY be obtained from GY by removing its marker if this marker is not a
real vertex of G. Since GY is a subgraph of GY , graph GY is (∆+ 1)-total-colourable. Let πY be a (∆+ 1)-total-colouring of GY
— that is, a partial-total-colouring of G— and let Fa and Fb be the sets of the free-colours of a and b, respectively, with respect
to the partial-total-colouringπY . We show how to extend the partial-total-colouringπY to G, as described in Observation 17,
that is, by colouring the elements of GX \M . Since a and b are not adjacent, GX is not a complete graph. Moreover, the block
GX cannot be isomorphic to the Petersen graph or to the Heawood graph, because these graphs are cubic andGX has amarker
vertex M of degree 2. So, GX is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of P∗, or to an induced subgraph of H∗, or to a strongly
2-bipartite graph, or to a cycle graph.
Case 1. GX is a strongly 2-bipartite graph.
Since degGX (M) = 2, vertex M belongs to the side of GX whose vertices have degree 2. So, vertices a and b belong to
the side of GX whose vertices have degrees larger than 2. We claim that a has at least two neighbours in X \ {M}. Indeed,
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Table 2
The possible colouring restrictions at the proper 2-cutset.
Vertex Free-colour
a {2, 4} {2, 4} {2, 4} {2, 4} {3, 2} {3, 2} {3, 2} {3, 2} {3, 2} {3, 2}
b {1, 2} {2, 4} {2, 3} {3, 5} {2, 3} {2, 5} {5, 6} {2, 3} {3, 4} {1, 4}
Fig. 7. The total-colourings subject to each restriction. When a bar ‘‘/’’ is used, more than one colouring is represented —‘‘x/y/z’’ means that the in the first
colouring x is the colour of the element, in the second colouring y is the colour of the element, and in the third colouring z is the colour of the element.
if a has only one neighbour a′ in X \ {M} then ({M, a′}, X \ {M, a′, a, b}, a, b) would be a split of a proper 2-cutset of GX ,
contradicting the assumption that GX is basic. Similarly b has at least two neighbours in X \{M}. Hence |Fa| ≥ 2 and |Fb| ≥ 2.
Associate to each edge of GX \ M incident to a (resp. b) a list of colours equal to Fa (resp. Fb). To each of the other edges of
GX \ M , associate list {1, . . . ,∆}. Now, to each edge uv of GX \ M , it is associated a list of colours whose size is not smaller
than max{degGX \M(u), degGX \M(v)} and, by Theorem 18, there is a colouring of the edges of GX \ M from these lists. Now,
colour each of the vertices which belongs to the same side of a and bwith colour∆+ 1. Finally, colour each of the vertices
of degree 2 with some free-colour, which can be done because there are at least∆(G)+ 1 ≥ 5 available colours and each of
these vertices has two incident edges and two adjacent vertices coloured.
Case 2. GX is a hole.
First colour the edges of GX \ M with some free-colour. Now, observe that each of the uncoloured elements of GX \ M
has four incident or adjacent elements, which are two edges and two vertices. Since ∆(G) + 1 ≥ 5, these elements can
be coloured sequentially in any order by setting, at each step, the colour of an element to be a colour which is free in that
element.
Case 3. GX is an induced subgraph of the Heawood graph.
There are several possible colouring constraints that can be imposed by the total-colouring of GY — up to a renaming of
colours or relabelling of vertices, there are 10 possible combinations of free-colours, listed below (see Table 2):
Fig. 7 exhibits the total-colourings ofH∗ subject to each possible restriction (observe that the restrictions can be grouped
and the same colouring of H∗ solves two or three colouring restrictions). Total-colourings of the proper subgraphs of H∗ can
be obtained from the total-colourings of Fig. 7.
Case 4. GX is an induced subgraph of the Petersen graph.
Since GX has a marker of degree 2, GX is not the Petersen graph, so that GX is a proper subgraph of the Petersen graph. So,
there is a 6-cycle or path Q = v1, . . . , vβ in GX \M such that:
1. (GX \M) \ {v1, . . . , vβ} is an independent set of vertices denoted {s1, . . . , sk};
2. {a, b} ⊂ {s1, . . . , sk};
3. each s1, . . . , sk has degree at most 2;
4. no two edges incident to different vertices si ans sj are adjacent.
So, we can colour GX \M as follows. First, colour each s1, . . . , sk — except for a and b, which are already coloured— and its
incident edges. Now, associate to each element of the cycle/path Q — vertices and edges — a list containing its free-colours.
Observe that each of the elements of Q is incident/adjacent to at most two elements already coloured, so that each of the
lists have size at least 3. Since Q is a 6-cycle or a path, it is 3-total-choosable,4 so that it can be total-coloured from those
lists. 
4 The reader may refer to [14] for results on total-choosability of cycles.
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Fig. 8. Total-colourings of the Heawood graph and of the Petersen graph.
Using Lemma 19 we can determine in polynomial time the total chromatic number of {square, unichord}-free graphs of
maximum degree at least 4, as we show in Theorem 20 and its Corollary 21.
Theorem 20. If λ is an integer at least 4 and G is a connected non-complete graph of C ′ with maximum degree∆(G) ≤ λ, then
G is λ+ 1-total-colourable.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of vertices of the graph satisfying the hypothesis. Let G ∈ C ′ be
a connected graph with k vertices such that∆(G) ≤ λ and G is not a complete graph. By Theorem 13 either G is basic, or G
has a 1-cutset, or G is biconnected and has a proper 2-cutset.
Suppose G is basic. If G is a strongly 2-bipartite graph, we can easily colour its elements with∆(G)+1 colours as follows.
First, colour the edges of Gwith colours 1, 2, . . . ,∆(G). Then, colour each of the vertices of degree at least 3 with a colour in
1, 2, . . . ,∆(G)+ 1 not used in its incident edges. Finally, colour the vertices of degree 2 with a colour in 1, 2, . . . ,∆(G)+ 1
not used in the four incident or adjacent elements. If G is not strongly 2-bipartite, then G is a hole or an induced subgraph
of the Petersen graph or an induced subgraph of the Heawood graph, so that ∆(G) ≤ 3 ≤ λ + 1 − 2 and G is λ + 1-
total-colourable — in fact, these graphs are Type 1, as shown in Fig. 8. Assume as induction hypothesis that every connected
non-complete graph G′ ∈ C ′ with |V (G′)| < k and∆(G′) ≤ λ is λ+ 1-total-colourable.
Suppose G has a 1-cutset with split (X, Y , v). Note that blocks of decomposition GX and GY are induced subgraphs of G
and hence both belong to C ′. If GX (resp. GY ) is complete, then its maximum degree is at most λ− 1, so that GX (resp. GY ) is
λ+ 1-total-colourable. If GX (resp. GY ) is not complete, GX (resp. GY ) is λ+ 1-total-colourable by the induction hypothesis.
In any case, both GX and GY are λ+ 1-total-colourable, and hence by Observation 12, graph G is λ+ 1-total-colourable.
Finally, suppose G is biconnected and has a proper 2-cutset. Let (X, Y , a, b) be a split of a proper 2-cutset such that block
GX is basic (note that such a cutset exists by Lemma16). By Theorem14, blockGX is not a complete graph. By Lemma15, block
GY is in C ′. By the induction hypothesis, block GY is λ+ 1-total-colourable. By Lemma 19, graph G is λ+ 1-total-colourable.

Corollary 21. A connected graph G ∈ C ′ of maximum degree∆ ≥ 4 is Type 2 if and only if it is an even order complete graph.
Proof. If G is complete, then the result clearly holds [31]. So, we may assume G is not complete. Just choose λ = ∆ in
Theorem 20 to prove that every connected non-complete graph of C ′ with maximum degree ∆(G) ≥ 4 is λ + 1-total-
colourable, hence Class 1. 
The result of Corollary 21 allows us to settle the validity of the TCC in C ′.
Corollary 22. The Total Colouring Conjecture holds for {square, unichord}-free graphs.
Proof. If G is a complete graph or G has maximum degree at most 2, then the TCC holds. So, we may assume that G is not a
complete graph and∆(G) ≥ 3. If∆(G) ≥ 4 then, by Corollary 21, graph G is∆+ 1-total-colourable. If∆(G) = 3 then just
choose λ = 4 in Theorem 20 and G is total-colourable with λ+ 1 = ∆(G)+ 2 colours. 
Although all proofs in the present paper are algorithmic, they do not give a polynomial algorithm for total-colouring
{square, unichord}-free graphs with maximum degree at least 4. The reason is that the proof of Theorem 18 — extensively
used in the present paper — does not describe how to construct an edge-colouring from a list of colours. Nevertheless, the
total chromatic number can be easily determined, as shown in Corollary 23.
Corollary 23. The total chromatic number of a graph G ∈ C ′ with maximum degree ∆ ≥ 4 can be determined in polynomial
time.
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Table 3
The basic graphs of C ′ with maximum degree 3 and their classification with respect to edge-colouring and total-colouring. Observe that there exists a
Class 2 basic graph that can be used in the construction of non-basic Class 2 graphs in C ′ .
Basic graph \ Problem Edge-colouring Total-colouring
Strongly 2-bipartite Class 1 Type 1
Heawood Class 1 Type 1
Petersen Class 2 Type 1
Complexity in C ′ NP-complete [18] Polynomial [19]
Proof. By Corollary 21, the total chromatic number of G = (V , E) can be determined in two steps:
1. Determine the maximum degree∆;
2. Determine if G is complete.
If G is complete and has even order then χT (G) = ∆+ 2; otherwise χT (G) = ∆+ 1. 
5. Final considerations
The present work represents an important step toward the understanding of the computational complexity of classical
colouring problems restricted to unichord-free graphs. As we discussed in the Introduction, it is natural to consider the
total-colouring problem restricted to classes for which the edge-colouring problem is solved. Up to now, three kinds of
results have been obtained by this approach: either a class is NP-complete for both edge-colouring and total-colouring, as
in the case of perfect graphs [4,23], or a class is polynomial for both edge-colouring and total-colouring, as in the case of
series–parallel graphs [14,30], or a class is polynomial for edge-colouring and NP-complete for total-colouring, as in the
case of bipartite graphs [23,29]. So, it would be natural, after the NP-completeness result in [18], to expect that classes
C and C ′ were both NP-complete for total-colouring. What is observed, in the present paper (please, refer to Table 1), is
that, in the two classes for which we achieve computational complexity results, the complexities of edge-colouring and
total-colouring are similar: NP-completeness for the general case of unichord-free graphs and polynomiality for the case of
{square, unichord}-free graphs with maximum degree at least 4 that establishes the validity of the TCC in C ′. However, the
complexity of total-colouring {square, unichord}-free graphs has been recently settled to be polynomial [19] for the case
of maximum degree 3. One fact that prevented the construction of an NP-completeness proof was the fact that the basic
graphs of C ′ with maximum degree 3 are all Type 1. Interestingly, it was the existence of a Class 2 basic graph that allowed
Machado, Figueiredo and Vušković [18] to construct an NP-completeness proof for edge-colouring inC ′. Table 3 summarizes
this discussion by classifying the basic graphs of C ′ with respect to edge-colouring and total-colouring.
Another topic that deserves some further discussion is the problem of the Total Colouring Conjecture in C. It is not
clear whether establishing the TCC for unichord-free graphs would be significantly easier than the general case. Note,
however, that the 3-vertex-colourability [24] of every biconnected unichord-free graph G combined with its ∆(G) + 1-
edge-colourability [25] allows us to establish an upper bound of ‘‘maximum degree plus 4’’ for the total chromatic number
of unichord-free graphs.
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